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New Japanese Photography

Edited by John Szarkowski and Shoji Yamagishi

Within the past twenty-five years the character of

Japanese photography has changed radically, and its

former dependence on the patterns and attitudes of

the traditional Japanese media has been replaced by

a sometimes harshly realistic objectivity. At the root

of this change was a desire to find ways in which

photography could deal directly with contemporary

experience, rather than with the basically tormalistic

issues of picture structure. The work produced under

this impetus has influenced photographic thinking

throughout the world.

This book surveys the major innovative figures in

Japanese photography of recent years and reports

on the most significant work being done by younger

photographers in Japan today. Alive with visual

excitement, the volume presents the distinctive work

of fifteen photographers. A selection of pictures

from Ken Domon's classic interpretation of the

eighth-century temple Muro-ji serves as a prelude to

more recent work. The central figure of the book is

Shomei Tomatsu, whose photographs of the western

ization of Japan transform the materials of photo

journalism into an intensely personal and intuitive

statement. Among the younger photographers

represented is Daidoh Moriyama, whose work is a

highly idiosyncratic and often frightening visual

diary, recording the photographer's journey through

a time of apocalyptic change.

The volume is edited by two internationally known

authorities on photography. John Szarkowski, author

of Looking at Photographs and numerous other

books in the field, is Director of the Department ot

Photography at The Museum of Modern Art, New

York. The critic Shoji Yamagishi, of the magazine

Camera Mainichi, Tokyo, is developing editor of a

recent series of monographs on leading Japanese

photographers.
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The photograph by IKKO on page 75
should be reversed from left to right.
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John Szarkowski

Introduction

The progressive homogenization of the world during the twentieth century has by now made the

national art exhibition a device of greatly diminished utility. This is not to say that national differences

do not exist. An expert presumably could distinguish, without labels, a survey of contemporary

Australian painting, for example, from a comparable exhibition in Stockholm, but even this expertise

might serve to identify a distinction without a significant difference.

The disappearance of discrete local traditions has been hastened by two factors. First, the formal and

technical vocabulary of the arts has been universalized by photomechanical reproduction: what comes

new from an artist today will, if interesting, be the common property of the whole world next year,

though perhaps in a form slightly damaged in transit. Perhaps even more important than the universal

sharing of forms and techniques is the fact that the quality of experience of most of the world's people

has become increasingly similar. Not merely our food, clothes, houses, automobiles, and amusements,

but the rhythms of our lives and the nature of our relationships to our fellows, and to our increasingly

self-effacing gods, have become more and more nearly alike. It is doubtless possible to prove that this is

not necessarily a bad thing— that it merely changes the scale on which we still recognize and delight in

the spice of variety. However, we are speaking here not of the demise or survival of variety, but of its

survival on the basis of geographic patterns. On this ground it seems clear that the significant divisions

into which contemporary artistic expression falls are generally not regional ones.

One might expect that this generalization would be especially true in the case of photography. It has

been said (repeatedly) that photography is a universal language. In fact, however, photography is

merely a universal technique. To speak of it as a language is to ignore the fact that its meanings (unlike

those of Greek, or algebra, for example) cannot be translated with any acceptable degree of precision

into other languages. It is surely clear also that only in its most pedestrian and utilitarian functions does

photography approach universality of meaning.

Most of the meanings of any picture reside in its relationships to countless other and earlier pictures—

to tradition. In the case of photography this tradition is so short, complex, and chaotic, containing so

many rapid changes and apparent contradictions, that even the best of photographers— who are gen

erally more alert than anyone else to the content of this tradition— comprehend it only intuitively and

fitfully. As practiced by its most talented and original workers, photography is not the lingua franca of

our age, but perhaps the most underground of all the arts. Thus it is still possible for exceptional local

circumstances to produce special perspectives on the question of the medium's possibilities.

The preceding paragraphs attempt to explain the possibly surprising but undeniable fact that there

has arisen in recent years a distinctively Japanese photography. Unlike Shoji Yamagishi, this writer is in

no sense an expert on the history or meaning of this development; the following comments should

therefore be taken only as the tentative suggestions of an admiring amateur.

In retrospect it seems possible that the ferment in Japanese photography during the past two decades

has been caused by three factors: the patent bankruptcy of the prewar tradition of photographic pic-

torialism, the national fascination with photography as a technique, and the stunning speed with which

the character of Japanese life itself has been transformed.

Both in form and subject matter, "serious" prewar Japanese photography (meaning that work done

with aesthetic intention) imitated the aspect of the traditional pictorial arts. Subject matter was typically

pastoral, lyric, thoroughly familiar, and philosophically acceptable. Visually the pictures were con

structed of neat and simple graphic patterns, favoring a strong planarity and a submerging of specific

detail. Even contemporary subjects were seen from a safe psychological distance, which bathed them

in a mist of contemplative noninvolvement. Ironically, these photographs were probably imitations of

the work of Western photo pictorialists, who had themselves learned most of what they knew trom a

third-hand Japonisme. After the war the inadequacy of this tradition would have been evident to any
|

serious photographer.
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The final effect of recent Japanese photography cannot today be guessed, either in terms of its con

tinued development as a discrete local expression or in terms of its influence on the world's photo

graphic community. One can assume that photographers of other countries will appropriate— and

domesticate for their own uses—that which is of greatest value to them. And one can hope Japanese

photographers will continue to explore the exhilarating possibility that in the arts at least there is

after all more than one world.

The exhibition on which this book is based is the first attempt to present an extensive survey of

contemporary Japanese photography outside of Japan.

Contemporary Japanese photographers have values which seem distinct from those of the photog

raphers of the West. They are, for example, not particularly interested in the quality of the finished

print. In this respect it might be said that they are rather unsophisticated. Because Japan does not have

art museums with either the experience or the equipment necessary to handle photographic exhibi

tions, Japanese photographers have only a limited opportunity to present their original prints to the

public. (Nor do they have the opportunity to sell their pictures to public or private collections.)

As a result, art museums in Japan have not been recognized as established authorities in the commu

nity of photography. On the other hand, there are a few young photographers who simply have not

acquired the skill of making a finished print of superior quality, and ironically, in this respect, a few

young photographers have cast doubt on conservative authority and established values—which in

reality do not apply in Japan so far as photography is concerned. Some photographers even claim that

devotion to the quality of the finished print merely restricts the actuality of photographic expression.

Japanese photographers usually complete a project in book form, joining in series a number of

photographs related by a common subject, theme, or idea. The full value or impact of such work cannot

be understood if individual pictures are isolated from the series for exhibition on the walls of a

museum. To do this deprives the photographs of their intended relationship to those which preceded

or followed them in the series. In addition, the photographs were originally made to be reproduced in

print form, in books and magazines, and not to be displayed as part of an exhibition. It is, therefore,

almost impossible to present a precise and objective picture of the complexities of Japanese

photography in an exhibition format.

With this in mind, I was originally rather skeptical of the true vaiue or significance of displaying these

works out of the context for which they were created. In addition, Japanese photography is so exten

sive, diverse, and mobile that it is almost impossible to present an outline of its complexities in a

compact format. Even if it were in some way possible, it seems to me that such a comprehensive and

interpretative display would have little significance today when international exchanges of art and

culture are so active. I overcame my hesitation and my doubts, however, because of the following

words of John Szarkowski, which kept coming to my mind: Let us admit to each of the photographers

that this is what we think his work means in relationship to the question, What is photography?

In view of this basic attitude, I feel that the concept of this exhibition cannot be thought dogmatic.

"New Japanese Photography" is organized as a series of one-man shows which identify the central

concerns of each of the fifteen photographers. It was not our intention to make a systematic condensa

tion of the careers of these photographers. It is my hope that this exhibition will serve as a basic step

forward in answering the traditional and yet contemporary question, What is photography?

Recently, photography has shown a marked departure from the conscious pursuit of aesthetic

expression, and has won recognition as a medium that communicates the photographer's direct

involvement with his subject and his own values. In this exhibition we have tried to answer the ques

tion: How does Japanese photography relate to the contemporary concerns of the entire photographic



TuU " ' ^ L I^uWaS 001 °ULr a'm t0 present the manV features indigenous to Japanese photography as
seen through the eyes of the Western world.

The core of this exhibition is clearly expressed by the concerns of Shomei Tomatsu. He has focused

his interest on the course taken by postwar Japan, beginning with the occupation by the Allied Forces

which the young Tomatsu described as "a strange reality that was thrust upon us." It is apparent that his

photographs are not an objective record of what happened in japan during this period. Personal

experiences are el t and remembered only by those who have experienced them. A talented artist how-

snhLT5 tr ? 'SO experiences and translate into an objective form that transcends
subjectivity and makes communication possible.

The first portion of this book consists of photographs that deal with the following concerns- a

deTT ' A ,h aPa" u trad"IOnal values <Ken Domon and Yasuhiro Ishimoto); a requiem to those who

nkkoT H T '° W°rld War " (Kikuii Kawada); obse™tions on the history of Western culture
(Ikko); and a confrontation of new attitudes toward sex (Eikoh Hosoe). The photographers belonging to

e next generation (Masahisa Fukase, Masatoshi Naitoh, Tetsuya Ichimura, and Hiromi Tsuchida)

Ferine hr a" M' r"S"C rrr °',he uniimited richness of everyday life in contemporary Japan,
also focus o hPSe H6 ,ra ' family SyS,em and the devasta,i0n of a huma" environment, they
rdip n d ,h m0re demon,c aspec,s of the wodd- working on such atavistic subjects as traditional
religion and the unsoph, station and the eroticism of the Japanese. With his energy and creativity

Daidoh Moriyama confronts the conflict between sentimental self-contradiction and violent self-

destruction. We find in the photographs of Ryoji Akiyama a youthful optimism that marks a turning

point in this exhibition toward a brighter side. The young photographers who follow Akiyama (Ken

ara, Shigeru Tamura, and Bishin Jumonji) clearly demonstrate that photography is a kind of

consciousness that can be shared by everyone in his daily life, rather than simply an expression of one's
own personality or identity.

Many of the essentials of modern photography were learned in the postwar period from Yasuhiro

Ishimoto, who brought them from the United States when he returned to Japan. Although it might have

been possible to earn the philosophy and techniques of modern photography from someone else I

would like to make clear that without Ishimoto we would never have achieved today's photography

in h w 7 h phot°8raPhy is different from that of other expressive arts in that it originated
in the West and reached Japan shortly after its invention. Japanese photography has borne fruit through

a century of cross-fer.il, zat, on and has now taken root in the soil of traditional Japanese culture It has

en our concern in this exhibition to discover whether or not the fruit contains seeds of universality

a*
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New Japanese Photography



Ken Domon All pictures made 1940-54, from

The Muro-ji (1954)

The Muro River with the Figure of

Miroku Carved in the Cliff (Spring)



The Figure of Miroku
(Summer)

19



Ken Domon
The Muro River (Summer)





Ken Domon

KHi



Detail of the Sitting Image of
Buddha Shakamuni in the Hall of

Miroku, the Muro-ji



Ken Domon
Rear View of the Image of Miroku



Detail of the Standing Image of
Buddha Shakamuni, the Central

Figure of the Main Hall, the Muro-ji



Ken Domon
Detail (right hand) of the Sitting

Image of Buddha Shakamuni in the

Hall of Miroku, the Muro-ji



Detail (left hand) of the Sitting

Image of Buddha Shakamuni in the

Hall of Miroku, the Muro-ji



Yasuhiro Ishimoto All pictures made 1953-54, from
Katsura (1960)

Stepping-Stones of the Katsura
Palace, Kyoto





Yasuhiro Ishimoto





Shomei Tomatsu Beer Bottle after the Atomic-Bomb

Explosion. 1960-66. From 77:02-
Nagasaki (1966)



Girl Who Had Experienced the

Atomic-Bomb Explosion While Still

in Her Mother's Womb. 1960-66.

From 11 :02—Nagasaki (1966)
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Shomei Tomatsu Aftermath of a Typhoon, Nagoya.

1959. From Nippon (1967)

fTt'f ><#� Vt



Man with Keloidal Scars. 1960-66.

From 11:02—Nagasaki (1966)



Shomei Tomatsu Aftermath of a Typhoon, Nagoya,

1959. From Nippon (1967)



Woman Suffering from an Atomic

Disease. 1960-66. From 77:02—

Nagasaki (1966)



Shomei Tomatsu The River Styx, Aomori. 1959. From
Nippon (1967)
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Asphalt, Tokyo. 1961. From Nippon

(1967)



Shomei Tomatsu
Aftermath of a Typhoon, Nagoya,

1959. From Nippon (1967)

'



Psychic Medium, Aomori. 1959.

From Nippon (1967)
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Shomei Tomatsu
Home of an Old Family-Kitchen

Sink, Kyushu. 1960. From Nippon

(1967)
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Sandwich Men, Tokyo. 1962. From

Nippon (1967)



Shomei Tomatsu Sandwich Men, Tokyo. 1962. From
Nippon (1967)



Americanization, Zushi. 1964. From

I Am a King (1972)
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Shomei Tomatsu Protest, Tokyo. 1969. From Oh
Shinjuku! (1969)



Protest, Tokyo. 1969. From Oh

Shinjuku! (1969)



Shomei Tomatsu Tea Ceremony at the Official

Residence of the Head of the

Okinawa Government. 1969. From
Okinawa (1969)

rm



At the Harbor View, a U.S. Army

Officers' Club. 1969. From Okinawa

(1969)



Shomei Tomatsu
B-52 Taking Off from Kadena Air

Base. 1969. From Okinawa (1969)



Okinawan Victim of the Atomic-
Bomb Explosion in Hiroshima. 1969.

From Okinawa (1969)



Kikuji Kawada All pictures made 1960-65,
from The Map (1965)



The Japanese National Flag



Kikuji Kawada
Photograph and Personal Effects

of a Kamikaze Commando



Ceiling, Atomic-Bomb Memorial

Dome



Masatoshi Naitoh Hags. 1968-70





Nijubashi, Imperial Palace, Tokyo.

1965
Tetsuya Ichimura



Old Man, Kenroku Park, Kanazawa.

1966



Kimono, Shinjuku, Tokyo. 1964Tetsuya Ichimura



Kamikaze, Memorial of the War
Dead in Yasukuni Shrine, Tokyo.

1964



Meiji-maru, Etchu-jima, Tokyo.

1967

Tetsuya Ichimura

hMBI



Court Ladies, Kyoto Palace, Kyoto.

1968



Untitled. 1972. From the series

"Japanese Bondage "
Hiromi Tsuchida



Untitled. 1972. From the series

"Japanese Bondage "



Hiromi Tsuchida



Untitled. 1969

67



Masahisa Fukase All pictures from the series

"Yohko" (1961-70)

Yohko. 1963



Yohko. 1964



Masahisa Fukase Yohko. 1963



Yohko. 1968



Masahisa Fukase Yohko. 1963



Yohko. 1970

73



Room No. 9, Women's Prison,

Wakayama. 1958. From Man and

His Land (1971)



Roller-Skating Rink, Colorado. 1972



Two Ladies with Identical Jackie

Kennedy Masks, New York. 1970

* a* 



Side of Pool, Lake Powell, Utah

1971



Two Garbage Cans, Indian Village,

New Mexico. 1972



Fossil at Pompeii, Italy. 1964. From
Where Time Has Stopped (1967)
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Elkoh Hosoe From K'bed by Roses (1963).
Lent by Light Gallery



From Killed by Roses (1963).

Lent by Light Gallery



From Man and Woman (1961)

Lent by Light Gallery
Eikoh Hosoe



From Man and Woman (1961)

Lent by Light Gallery



Daidoh Moriyama Entertainer on Stage, Shimizu. 1967.

From Nippon Theater (1968).



Stray Dog, Misawa. 1971. From

A Hunter (1972).



Ferryboats, Tsugaru Strait. 1971

From /A Hunter (1972)

Daidoh Moriyama



Cherry Blossoms, Takato. 1972



Soldiers, Hamamatsu. 1968. From

A Hunter (1972)

Daidoh Moriyama



Man and Woman, Yokohama. 1969,

From A Hunter (1972)



Crippled Beggar, Tokyo. 1965. From

Nippon Theater (1968)

Daidoh Moriyama

Sim



Whore, Yokosuka. 1970.

From A Hunter (1972)



Daidoh Moriyama Gambling in the Dressing Room,

Tokyo. 1966. From Nippon Theater

(1968)



Underground Actress, Tokyo. 1967.

From Nippon Theater (1968)



Tourists Being Photographed in

front of a Torii, Miyajima. 1970
Ryoji Akiyama



TV Frame Left in a Reclamation

Area, Tokyo. 1969

95



Newlyweds after Planting Memorial
Trees on the Slope of a Mountain,
Kagoshima. 1970

Ryoji Akiyama



Two Men Dumping Factory Waste

onto a Junk Pile, Tokyo Bay. 1969

<\ is m



Empty Box on Its Way Down to a

Reclamation Area, Tokyo. 1969

Ryoji Akiyama



Ken Ohara From One (1970) >
Old Lobster Fisherman, Tokyo.

1968



EMU





Shigeru Tamura

July 18, 1967

October 8, 1967

October 24, 1967

December 24, 1967

February 16, 1968

June 19, 1968

June 22, 1968

July 6, 1968

July 27, 1968



1194 Imaizumi, Kamakura,
Kanagawa-ken. —From a summer

evening one year to a summer

evening the next year—



Untitled. 1973Bishin Jumonji



Unless another location is indicated,

the exhibitions and the publications

cited were produced in Tokyo.

Biographical Notes



Yasuhiro IshimotoKen Domon

photo Hiroaki Tanakaphoto Shigekazu Nagano

Born 1909 in Yamagata. In 1932,

Domon was expelled from Nihon

University where he was a law stu

dent, after his arrest for involvement

in a radical farmers' movement. The

next year he was given an appren

ticeship by Kotaro Miyauchi Photo

Studio, and two years later he joined

Nihon Kobo, a photo agency. In

1945 he turned to free-lance work,

and since then has been known as

one of the nation's leading photog

raphers, advancing the spirit of ob

jectivity in Japanese photography.

Domon suffered apoplectic strokes

in 1960 and 1968, but despite this

handicap he has continued to de

vote himself to documenting Japan's

traditional arts.

His books include such journalis

tic works as Hiroshima (Kenkoh-sha,

1958), Children of Chikuho Coal

Mines (Patoria-shoten, 1960), and

Rumie's Daddy Is Dead (Kenkoh-

sha, 1960), as well as a collection

of portraits entitled Fubo (Ars,

1953). In addition, he has exten

sively covered the traditional arts,

publishing The Muro-ji (Bijutsu-

shuppan-sha, 1954), Pilgrimages to

Ancient Temples (in four volumes,

Bijutsushuppan-sha, 1963-71),

Taishi-no-Midera—The To-ji (Bijut

sushuppan-sha, 1965), Bunraku

(Shinshindo, Osaka, 1972), The

Todai-ji (Heibon-sha, 1973), and

more than ten others.

Domon has had five one-man

exhibitions: "Children of Down

town Tokyo" (Takashimaya, 1955),

"Children of Chikuho Coal Mines"

(Fuji-Photo Salon, 1960), "Days of

Hatred and Disappointment— Hiro

shima" (Ginza Nikon Salon, 1968),

"Pilgrimages to Ancient Temples"

(Odakyu Department Store, 1972),

and "Bunraku" (Wako Gallery,

1973).

Prizes and awards won include:

Mainichi Photography Award (1958);

The Photographer of the Year Award

of Japan Photo Critics Association

(1958); The Minister of Education

Award of Arts (1959); Photographic

Society of Japan Award (1960);

Japan Journalists Congress Award

(1960); Grand Prix of the Interna

tional Exhibition of News Photo

graphs at The Hague (1960) ; Mai

nichi Art Award (1961); The Kan

Kikuchi Award (1971).

Born 1921 in San Francisco, Califor

nia. Ishimoto spent part of his child

hood (1924-39) in Kochi, Japan, the

native town of his parents. He re

turned to California in 1939 and two

years later entered the University of

California. World War II broke out

and in 1942 he was sent to a reloca

tion camp in Amach, Colorado,

where he learned photography.

After the war, Ishimoto studied with

Harry Callahan and Aaron Siskind in

the Photography Department of the

Chicago Institute of Design, from

which he graduated in 1952. In

1953, when he went back to Japan

for a five-year stay, Ishimoto began

photographing the Katsura Palace in

Kyoto. He revisited Chicago in 1958,

but in 1961 he again returned to

Japan to continue his work and

teach at the Tokyo Institute of Pho

tography and the Tokyo University

of Formative Arts. In 1969 he ob

tained Japanese citizenship.

His major books include Some

day, Somewhere (Geibi-sha, 1958),

Katsura (Yale University Press, New

Haven, 1960), Chicago, Chicago

(Bijutsushuppan-sha, 1969), and

Tokyo (Chuokoron-sha, 1971).

He has twice exhibited at The

Museum of Modern Art in New York

(1953, 1961) and had one-man exhi

bitions in Tokyo (Takemiya Gallery,

1954, and Shirokiya, 1962), and at

the Art Institute of Chicago (1960).

Prizes and awards won include:

Moholy-Nagy Prize (1951); The Most

Promising Photographer Award of

Japan Photo Critics Association

(1958); Mainichi Art Award (1970).
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Shomei Tomatsu Kikuji Kawada

photo Shoji Yamagishi

Born 1930 in Nagoya. Tomatsu

joined the staff of Iwanami Shashin

Bunko upon graduation from the

Economics Department of Aichi

University in 1954. Two years later

he became a free-lance photogra

pher. Tomatsu was a coauthor, with

Ken Domon and others, of Hiroshi

ma-Nagasaki Document '61 , which

was published in 1961 by the Japan

Conference for Banning the A-

Bomb. In 1964 he traveled to

Afghanistan, and in 1972-73 he

visited Okinawa when the islands

were being returned to Japanese

rule. Tomatsu has made the dra

matically changing society of mod

ern Japan his subject matter.

His books include 77 :02—Naga

saki (Shashindohjin-sha, 1966),

Nippon (Shaken, 1967) , Salaam

Aleikoum (Shaken, 1968), Okinawa

(Shaken, 1969), Oh Shinjuku!

(Shaken, 1969), Apres-Guerre

(Chuokoron-sha, 1971), and I Am a

King (Shashinhyoron-sha, 1972).

He has had three one-man exhibi

tions: "The Japanese" (Fuji-Photo

Salon, 1959), "11 :02—Nagasaki"

(Fuji-Photo Salon, 1962), "Kingdom

of Mud" (Fuji-Photo Salon, 1964).

Awards won include: The Most

Promising Photographer Award of

Japan Photo Critics Association

(1958); Mainichi Photography

Award (1959); The Photographer of

the Year Award of Japan Photo

Critics Association (1961).

self-portrait

Born 1933 in Ibaragi. Kawada gradu

ated from the Economics Depart

ment of Rikkio University in 1956.

After working for Shincho-sha as a

staff photographer, he turned free

lance in 1959. In 1966 he made a

tour of Europe, and in 1968 he

visited both Europe and Southeast

Asia. The trips resulted in a collec

tion of photographs that explored

the aesthetic of the grotesque.

Kawada is not a prolific photogra

pher, but he has worked steadily,

following his own direction.

His books include The Map (Bijut-

sushuppan-sha, 1965) and Sacre

Atavism (Shashinhyoron-sha, 1971).

He has had three one-man exhibi

tions: "The Sea" (Fuji-Photo Salon,

1959), "The Map" (Fuji-Photo Salon,

1962), and "Sacre Atavism" (Ginza

Nikon Salon, 1968).



Masatoshi Naitoh Tetsuya Ichimura Hiromi Tsuchida

photo Shiro Tatumi

Born 1938 in Tokyo. Naitoh received

a B.S. in 1961 from Waseda Univer

sity. He started taking photographs

while studying there. After working

one year in industry as a chemical

engineer, he abandoned his profes

sion to become a free-lance photog

rapher. Naitoh has a keen interest

in the representation of folklore,

and is a member of the Folklore

Society of Japan.

He has written and published two

books on folklore: Mummies in

Japan (Kohfuh-sha, 1969) and Struc

ture of Courtesy (Kohseishuppan-

sha, 1972).

His one-man exhibitions include:

"Z.A.Z." (Gekko Gallery, 1963);

"Mummies in Japan" (Shirokiya,

1966); "Homunculus" (Gallery Crys

tal, 1966); "Hags" (Ginza Nikon

Salon, 1970) ; "Photos of Carnival

Shows on Exhibit at Carnival Sites"

(Tokyo and other cities and towns

in Japan, 1970); and "Touring Photo

Exhibition on the Farmer's Cam

paign against the New Airport Proj

ect at Heta, Sanrizuka" (1973).

Winner of The Most Promising

Photographer Award of Japan Photo

Critics Association (1966).

Born 1930 in Nagasaki. After study

ing briefly at Nihon University,

Ichimura held more than a dozen

jobs. His winning of a special award

in 1956 at the First International

Subjectivism Photo Exhibition en

couraged him to become a free

lance photographer. His photo

graphs express a somber view of

eroticism.

His books include Salome

(Gendai-shinsha, 1970) and Come

Up (Shashinhyoron-sha, 1971).

He has had two one-man exhibi

tions: "Love and Lost" (Fuji-Photo

Salon, 1963) and "Nagasaki" (Canon

Salon, 1973).

self-portrait

Born 1939 in Fukui. Tsuchida gradu

ated from the Technology Depart

ment of Fukui University in 1963

and the Tokyo Institute of Photog

raphy in 1965. After working for the

advertising department of a cos

metics manufacturer, he turned

free-lance in 1971. His photographs

on what is basic and unsophisticated

in the Japanese people have an aura

of the old-fashioned which is

uniquely his own.

Fte has had two one-man exhibi

tions: "Black Rhapsody" (Shizuoka,

1964) and "An Autistic Space"

(Ginza Nikon Salon, 1971).

Winner of the Taiyo Award (1970).



Masahisa Fukase

photo Ikko Nozawa photo Keiko Narahara

Born 1934 in Hokkaido. Fukase

graduated from the Photography

Department of Nihon University in

1956. He worked as a staff photog

rapher for advertising and publish

ing companies until 1968, when he

turned free-lance. During the past

decade, Fukase has drawn on his

own life for his photographic

subject matter.

He has published the book Homo

Ludence (Chuokoron-sha, 1971).

He has had two one-man exhibi

tions: "Sky over an Oil Refinery"

(Konishiroku Gallery, 1960) and "A

Slaughterhouse" (Ginza Gallery,

1961).

Born 1931 in Fukuoka. Ikko, whose

full name is Ikko Narahara, received

a law degree from Chuo University

in 1954 and an M.A. in Art History

from Waseda University in 1959. He

began his career as a free-lance

photographer in 1956 after his first

one-man exhibition. Since then,

Ikko has worked primarily with the

photo-essay form, but he has also

been active in movies, environmen

tal art, and happenings. He lived in

Europe from 1962 to 1965, and in

New York from 1970 to 1974.

His books include: Where Time

Has Stopped (Kajima Shuppankai,

1967); The World of Kazuo Yagi

(Kyuryudo, 1969); Espaha GranTarde

(Kyuryudo, 1969); Japanesque (Mai-

nichi Newspapers, 1970); Europe

(portfolio, Chikuma-shobo, 1971);

Man and His Land (Chuokoron-sha,

1971); and Celebration of Life

(Mainichi Newspapers, 1972).

He has had nine one-man exhibi

tions in Japan: "Man and His Land"

(Matsushima Gallery, 1956); "His

Territory" (Fuji-Photo Salon, 1958);

"His Territory" (Fuji-Photo Salon,

Osaka, 1959) ; "Image of Castle"

(Marunouchi Gallery, 1959); "Blue

Yokohoma" (Gekko Gallery, 1960);

"Land of Chaos" (Fuji-Photo Salon,

1960); "Espaha Gran Tarde" (Fuji-

Photo Salon, 1965); "Espaha Gran

Tarde" (Seibu Ikebukuro, 1970);

"Celebration of Life" (Seibu Shibuya,

1972). In addition, Ikko has had

three one-man shows in the United

States, all in 1973—at Neikrug Gal

lery and Nikon House, both in New

York City, and at the International

Museum of Photography, George

Eastman House, Rochester, New

York.

Awards won include: The Most

Promising Photographer Award of

Japan Photo Critics Association

(1958); The Minister of Education

Award of Arts (1967); The Photog

rapher of the Year Award of Japan

Photo Critics Association (1967);

Mainichi Art Award (1967).
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Eikoh Hosoe Daidoh Moriyama Ryoji Akiyama

photo Seiki Kobayashiphoto Ruy Yokoyamaphoto ©Allen A. Dutton

Born 1933 in Yamagata. After gradu

ating from the Tokyo College of

Photography in 1954, Hosoe be

came a free-lance photographer. In

1959 he organized, with Shomei

Tomatsu, Kikuji Kawada, Ikko, and

others, a group called VIVO, in

response to the challenge of new

photographic ideas. Hosoe is inter

nationally the most active of the

Japanese photographers.

His books include Man and

Woman (Camerart, 1961), Killed by

Roses (Shuei-sha, 1963), Kamaitachi

(Gendaishicho-sha, 1969), Embrace

(Shashinhyoron-sha, 1971), and

Ordeal by Roses (Shuei-sha, 1971).

One-man exhibitions held in

japan include: "An American Girl

in Tokyo" (Konishiroku Gallery,

1956); "Man and Woman" (Koni

shiroku Gallery, 1960); "Photo

Exhibition Dedicated to Dancer

Tatsumi Hijikata" (Gekko Gallery,

1960); "An Extravagantly Tragic

Comedy" (Ginza Nikon Salon,

1968); and "Eikoh Hosoe" (Gallery

Shunjuh, 1971). He has also had

shows at the Smithsonian Institu

tion, Washington, D.C. (1969),

Focus Gallery, New York (1969),

Phoenix College, Arizona (1970),

the Visual Studies Workshop,

(continued , bottom of column 3)

Born 1938 in Osaka. Upon com

pletion of the design course at the

Osaka Municipal High School of

Industrial Arts in 1958, Moriyama

became a free-lance commercial

designer. However, increasing inter

est in photography caused him to

abandon that career and study with

Takeji Iwamiya (1960) and Eikoh

Hosoe (1961-63). In 1963 he be

came a free-lance photographer.

Moriyama is extremely popular

among younger Japanese pho

tographers.

His books include Nippon Theater

(Muromachi-shobo, 1968), Farewell

to Photography (Shashinhyoron-sha,

1972), and A Hunter (Chuokoron-

sha, 1972). He started publishing his

own series entitled "Document" in

1972, with six volumes published

to date.

He has had a one-man show

called "Scandal" (Plaza Dick, 1970),

the material of which was taken

from billboards and advertisements

for sensational magazines.

Winner of The Most Promising

Photographer Award of Japan Photo

Critics Association (1967).

Born 1942 in Tokyo. Akiyama grad

uated from the Department of Liter

ature, Waseda University, in 1964.

He began his career as a staff pho

tographer for the Asahi Newspapers

and the Associated Press in Tokyo,

but turned to free-lance work in

1967.

(Eikoh Hosoe, continued)

Rochester, New York (1972), and

Light Gallery, New York (1973). In

1973 he taught workshops at Phoe

nix College, Arizona, and Columbia

College, Chicago, Illinois.

Awards won include: The Most

Promising Photographer Award of

Japan Photo Critics Association

(1960); The Photographer of the

Year Award of Japan Photo Critics

Association (1963); The Minister of

Education Award of Arts (1970).
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Ken Ohara Shigeru Tamura Bishin Jumonji

self-portrait

Born 1942 in Tokyo. Ohara came to

New York in 1962, after a brief

period of study at Nihon University,

and attended the Art Students

League from 1963 to 1965. From

1966 to 1970, he worked as an

assistant to Richard Avedon and

Hiro. In 1971 he became a free

lance photographer. His projects in

conceptual art have drawn consid

erable attention.

He has published a book entitled

One (Tsukiji-shokan, 1970).
He has had a one-man exhibition,

"365" (Asahi Pentax Gallery, 1971).

Born 1947 in Tokyo. Tamura gradu

ated from the Tokyo Institute of

Photography in 1969. He became a

free-lance photographer the same

year.

He has had a one-man exhibition,

"A Light of Dream" (Ginza Nikon

Salon, 1969).

Born 1947 in Yokohama. Jumonji

graduated from Kanagawa Prefec-

tural High School of Industry in

1965. He began working as an

assistant to Kishin Shinoyama in

1969 but became free-lance in 1971.

His work is primarily concerned

with a close analysis of people.

photo Tadayuki Kawahito
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